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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a benchmark study for a lightweight
and low-cost dementia screening tool. The tool is easy to
administer, requires no additional experimentation material,
and automatically evaluates and indicates potential subjects
with dementia. The protocol foresees that subjects answer
four distinct tasks, three of which are ordinary questions and
one is a counting prompt. In our care use case, older people
are assessed remotely via the tool, potentially even via telephone or within a daily care service routine. The assessment
results are subsequently sent to professionals who initiate further steps. A machine learning classifier was trained on the
French Dem@Care corpus. Solely utilizing vocal features,
the classifier reaches 89% accuracy. Implications for the use
case and further steps are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Alzheimer’s disease (AD), upon other neurodegenerative diseases, has a significant economic impact on our society: according to the World Alzheimer Report 2016, AD is about to
become a trillion dollar disease by 2018 [21]. This imposes
not only a burden on governmental health care budgets, but
also has a striking financial effect on private households. As
there is no cure to AD yet, research agrees, that early detection of AD is the key to decelerating the disease’s progression
[2]. The importance of screening — and eventually diagnosis
— has been emphasised for the benefits of proactive comprehensive care management, preventing crises and urgent interventions [4].
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Figure 1: The left panel shows the types of Dementia, according to their cause, including Fronto-Temporal Lobar Degeneration (FTLD), and Vascular Dementia (VD); the dotted areas indicate those cases where more than one cause underlies
the disorder. The right panel shows other, mostly reversible,
causes for Dementia-like symptoms.

Currently, only around 50% of cases are diagnosed in high income countries, and less than 10% in low and middle income
countries, respectively [21]. Hence, major efforts should be
spent on identifying criteria for AD preceding obvious midstage symptoms, e.g., memory loss, and finding a simple and
inexpensive test for broad screening. The main observable
neuro-cognitive disorder associated with AD is Dementia:
characterised by a decline of cognitive functions, e.g., memory, language, or problem solving, which interfere with occupational or everyday activities, Dementia is typically diagnosed by behavioural patterns, whereas the underlying cause
of it is diagnosed by a combination of behavioural and neurological patterns. Causes include AD, as the most important one, vascular disorders, such as strokes, brain tumours,
traumatic brain injuries, or fronto-temporal lobe degeneration
(FTLD); especially in older persons, there is a high prevalence of AD combined with other disorders, mainly vascular
diseases, which is referred to as Mixed Dementia (MD) [25],
see also Figure 1.
Diagnosing Dementia and the underlying cause typically includes three steps: first, case history — assessed directly with
the patient and also a close third party, second, screening
for behavioural markers — the neuropsychological assessment, and third, screening for biological markers. Whereas
the screening for biological markers is very costly and strenuous for the patient, the screening for behavioural markers is
mainly time consuming. Recently, tools have been developed
making the neuropsychological screening for AD more feasible: multiple one-page screening tools which take between

10 and 20 minutes to administer, e.g., the Montreal Cognitive
Assessment (MoCA), or the Dementia-Detection (DemTect).
Conducting and evaluating screenings like the MoCA requires the respective material and the physical presence of a
professional for manual evaluation. Such screening typically
is only conducted after an older person has become clinically
apparent; this can be hospital admittance due to neuropsychologically relevant behaviour, neurological incidents demanding emergency care, as well as in the context of a geriatric
check-up, or even general practitioners’ visit. By nature this
does not affect those people who are not being screened due
to their low clinical profile, or residence in remote areas with
no access to experts.
Therefore, the challenge is to develop a lightweight and lowcost dementia screening method, which (a) is administrable
in a few minutes, (b) requires no experimentation set-up nor
respective material, and (c) automatically evaluates and indicates potential clinically relevant persons. This would be beneficial due to multiple aspects: (a) little time-consumption,
(b) no paper pencil documentation or subject’s interaction
with additional material and therefore no professional supervision needed, and (c) remotely applicable and fully scalable.
This paper is structured as follows: firstly, we present the opportunities of pervasive solutions in this field and the related
work, secondly we deduct our primary use case, then we report the experiment providing evidence for the use case’s feasibility and eventually we discuss the results and their implications.
RELATED WORK

Recently, significant progress has been made in the field of
computer-supported speech-based AD detection; some researchers even report a completely automated speech-based
screening pipeline yielding significant discrimination results
[27]. To better understand such research results’ applicability for the proposed setting, a careful analysis of the reported
experiments is needed; important aspects are (1) the discrimination’s targeted groups — especially in terms of assessment
interface, (2) the used corpus and tasks, and (3) the type of
features extracted from spoken language, i.e., linguistic vs.
vocal features. All hereunder reported experiments have been
based on natural language data, computer-supported feature
extraction from the audio signal or transcripts, and machinelearning classifiers.
The related work can be separated in authors reporting classifiers discriminating between (1.a) cognitive impairment (CI)
in a broader sense and healthy controls (HC) with 90% accuracy [30], (1.b) AD and HC with 80% to 95% accuracy
[13, 7, 17, 14, 1], (1.c) MCI and HC with 79% to 88% accuracy [14, 27, 10] and (1.d) MCI and AD with 80% [14].
Although a simple broad screening might be binary in nature,
e.g., discriminating between AD and HC, for best supporting
subsequent interventions, a more comprehensive analysis is
needed, compare also Section The Element Care Use Case.
Different corpora have been used in this field to conduct
computational experiments. Corpora, such as the DementiaBank [16], or the Dem@Care project’s corpus [12], comprise

speech samples, partially also transcripts, of mentioned target
groups performing different neuropsychological assessment
tasks. Such Corpora comprise multiple tasks which means
that speech samples used for computational experiments are
highly constrained in this sense. Typically, tasks originate
from existing validated test batteries, such as the Wechsler
Memory Scale (WMS), or the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (BDAE), e.g., the famous Cookie Theft Picture Description Task which has been the basis for multiple experiments [8, 7, 1, 18], is part of the BDAE. Overall, one can
categorise reported work into using (2.a) conversations, e.g.,
clinical interviews [11], or normal conversations [6, 13], (2.b)
free speech tasks, e.g., the CTPDT [7, 1, 14, 18] or descriptions of presented video material [10], (2.c) reading or repetition tasks, e.g., simple sentence reading [17], (2.d) fluency
tasks, i.e., phonetic fluency, and semantic fluency [14, 30], as
well as (2.e) working memory tasks, e.g., counting backwards
[14].
Regarding the above mentioned focus on (a) little timeconsumption, (b) no interaction with additional material, and
(c) remote applicability, screenings based on free conversations represent the most natural setup. However, for such
data, considerable effort has to be spent on preprocessing
data, e.g. annotating turns, or trimming the audio file, in order to prepare it for further computational learning and classification. Tasks, eliciting spontaneous speech, are slightly
more restricted and therefore easier to process. However, for
remote applications visual speech-eliciting material, such as
the Cookie Theft Picture, should be avoided for obvious reasons. Using standardised questions/ verbal prompts for eliciting might represent a powerful solution [14, 24], as they
could potentially be used via phone. Although less associated
with classic speech pathology, but more sensitive for working
memory decline, executive tasks, e.g., counting backwards,
have high predictive power when it comes to AD vs. HC
classification scenarios. This is in line with the ongoing discussion, whether speech-related symptoms — mainly vocal
features — are rooted in other language independent cognitive functions, e.g., pauses in counting backwards are related
to executive functions or working memory [9].
Some tasks allow for semantic and pragmatic feature extraction, such as conversations and spontaneous speech tasks, as
mentioned above, whereas all mentioned tasks allow for phonetic feature extraction.
(3.a) Phonetic features, e.g., hesitations, or pauses, can represent retrieval difficulties [26] indicating the AD related
amnestic syndrome of hippocampal type [23]; neuroimaging proves the relation of pauses during autobiographic interviews and episodic memory processes [20]. As AD typically
manifests very early in hippocampal brain regions, phonetic
features are powerful for discriminating between MCI, earlyphase AD, and HC [11, 22, 24]. Spontaneous speech also allows to extract (3.b) semantic and pragmatic features. There
is evidence that syntactic impairment in the CTPDT, can be
a valuable discriminator [7]. Using the same task, metrics on
coordinated, subordinated, and reduced sentences, as well as

n
Age
Gender

AD
68
78.9 ( ± 6.5)
38 F / 30 M

HC
47
72.4 ( ± 7.9)
40 F / 7 M

Table 1: Demographics of subjects.
especially when it comes to older persons with cognitive disorders [29]. In this respect, one has to evaluate on a case-tocase basis whether promising fully automated classification
pipelines are actually applicable in real life care situations.
Figure 2: Lower part: traditional sequence of dementia detection; only 50% are detected due to clinical attention, whereas
the subsequent assessment has a close to 100% sensitivity and
funnels them into full neurological assessment and adequate
intervention. Dashed frame: the care use case which targets
the detection phase, potentially increasing the number of clinically apparent persons; screening results are reported to a
professional, who proceeds in the traditional way.
the use of predicates, and sentence dependencies are reported
as powerful features [18].
THE ELEMENT CARE USE CASE

According to the initially stated need for inexpensive broad
screening methods, the ELEMENT project aims at broad
screening of older persons in professional or informal care
settings. Thereby we aim at detecting persons with a highly
probable clinical profile and increase the number of persons
fed into more comprehensive neuropsychological assessment
and intervention by professionals — especially for the benefits of proactive comprehensive care management, potentially
preventing crises and urgent interventions [4].
Systematic reviews of computer-supported cognitive screening tools for older people, reveal several key aspects to keep
in mind. Given a low IT literacy in an older population, computerised tests may be significantly confounded by interaction artefacts; significant training effects after repetition —
older persons’ performance might increase due to the fact that
they got more used to the novel IT interface — might be misinterpreted for a treatment effect, or low baseline test scores
might be mis-attributed to low cognitive abilities [29]. Therefore, the interface should be un-intrusive and everyday feasible, by avoiding artificial experimental tasks where possible; complex interactions with the IT interface during the tests
should be also avoided. Similar to memory functions, symptomatic language deficits are noticeable early on in AD’s progression [26]. In this context, measures, such as articulation,
word-finding ability, or verbal fluency, have been proven to
be powerful indicators for detecting related dementia [28].
In contrast to classic episodic memory tasks, language function tasks, do not comprise a delayed recall, which allows to
administer the assessment in a shorter amount of time and
therefore more efficiently. Although computerised tests are
often associated with the benefit of standardised administration or even complete self-administration, common available
test vary a lot in the amount of needed supervision/ guidance,

Performing quite impressive on binary classification, computerised tests often lack qualitative data a full neuropsychological examination offers [29]. Therefore, the above
discussed automatically extracted speech features represent
valuable information for professional, going beyond risk assessment. Our care use case foresees the following: Older
persons would be asked to answer simple questions, such as
telling a short episode in someones life, or performing simple
backward counting. This would be partially facilitated and
automatically recorded on mobile devices by formal or informal caregivers in care institutions, such as nursing homes, or
in the context of informal and formal ambulant home care.
The audio signal would be encrypted, anonymised on the device, then analysed on a server and only the result would be
sent to a professional, who would either perform traditional
further neuropsychological assessment or transfer the person
to a respective facility. In case of clinical irrelevance the suggested screening can be repeated on half-year basis; this is
far more feasible than traditional screenings, as this use case
relies on personal episodic stories only and not on psychometric tests which require costly parallel versions for retesting.
Thereby, our envisioned screening application would drastically increase the number of detected and as a consequence
comprehensively assessed and treated persons having dementia — compare also Figure 2.
The following section will present an experiment in line with
the mentioned use case and the methodological state-of-theart, serving as first benchmark of our intended use case.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Data

The corpus used consists of 68 samples from older persons,
either diagnosed with AD or a form of mixed dementia (MD)
which includes AD, and 47 HC; for demographics also see
Table 1. All speech samples are in French. The samples include repetition-, denomination-, picture-description, verbal- and semantic-fluency-, counting- and story-tellingtasks; the data have been collected in the context of the
Dem@Care [12] project. According to our use case, i.e., remote applicability with no additional material needed, only a
subset of these tasks is used for classification:
Counting Backwards

Participants are asked to count backwards from 305 to 285.
Positive Story

Participants are asked to retell a positive biographic event.

Negative Story

Participants are asked to retell a negative biographic event.
Episodic Story

Participants are asked to retell what they did the day before.
Feature Extraction

For use in classification, we restrict ourselves to vocal features only. Although other results have shown, that using textual information can be beneficial in identifying AD [7] the
extraction of transcripts through automated speech recognition (ASR), especially for elderly people, is error prone and
would be limited with respect to a scalable language independent system. However, other studies also achieved competitive results using solely vocal features [14, 24]. For each task
we extract the following vocal features:
Silence/ Sounding Segments

Determined based on intensity, calculated from the bandpass
filtered sound signal, as provided by the Praat [3] software.
We manually adjusted the threshold setting between 25 and
28 dB, the minimum silence segment length between 0.25 and
0.5 seconds, depending on the task. The minimum sounding
segment length was chosen as 0.1 seconds. We use the maximum, mean, standard deviation, ratio of means of silence and
sounding segments’ length; the count of silence and sounding segments; the ratio of means of silence and sounding
segments’ durations and the total silence segments’, sounding segments’ and tasks duration; the ratio of the length of
the maximum sounding segment and the articulation rate; the
mean pause duration in the first, second, and last third of the
recording.
Voiced/ Unvoiced segments

This is determined by the pitch contour provided by the Praat
[3] software. We use the maximum, mean, standard deviation, ratio of means of voiced and unvoiced segments’
lengths; the count of voiced and unvoiced intervals; the ratio
of mean voiced and unvoiced durations; and the total duration
of voiced and unvoiced segments.
Phrase Positions

This is estimated based on sounding segments delineated by
silences. We use the position and duration of the first nine
phrases in seconds.
Syllable Information

Syllable nuclei are computed in accordance with [5]. We
compute the count of syllables, an approximation of the
speech rate, as the number of detected syllables divided by
the total task duration, and an estimation of the articulation
rate, as the number of detected syllables divided by the total
duration of sounding segments.
Task Selection

As argued before, we want to provide a feasible assessment
tool for a care service scenario. To build such a tool, we need
to determine a subset of our recorded tasks that can both perform well and be conducted in concise time. Therefore, we
restrict ourselves to tasks that do not rely on any additional
material and be can easily performed remotely. We chose the

Figure 3: Accuracy (x axis) vs. number of features (y axis)
selected by univariate feature selection.
three story telling tasks (positive, negative and episodic) and
the counting backwards task, since they are easy and natural
to perform and known to have a high predictive power, when
discriminating between AD and Control group [14].
CLASSIFICATION

We use a support vector machine (SVM) classifier with a radial basis function kernel, as implemented by the scikit-learn
framework [19]. The error parameter C has been empirically
determined to be 2 according to the performance. The highest
accuracy of 89% (± 3) is achieved for a set of 23 features, as
seen in Figure 3.
DISCUSSION

This paper set out to provide first results on a low-cost dementia screening concept, which (a) is administrable in a
short amount of time, (b) requires neither experimentation
set-up nor respective material, and (c) automatically evaluates
and indicates potential clinically relevant persons. The chosen tasks, i.e., positive, negative, and episodic story, as well
as counting backwards, (a) take approximately three minutes (mean over all 115 test samples = 140s), (b) are entirely
speech based and require just a simple question/ instruction,
and (c) are remotely administrable, as they could be fully embedded into an ordinary phone call. The classification results
reported are very promising, i.e., an accuracy of 89%, which
is of course limited by the small sample size; the corpus comprises over ten tasks and only the four less standardised/ formal of them were chosen according to the use case. Given
the reported literature, a classifier with an accuracy of 89%
is within the range of state-of-the-art for discriminating between AD and HC. Most importantly, the three story telling
tasks chosen, i.e., positive, negative and episodic story, can
be repeated in relatively short intervals, without a big learning effect to be expected; one can expect that, for example,
a couple of days would be enough for a person to have experienced new positive and negative stories. As early detection of AD-related dementia typically relies on deterioration

of cognitive functions over time, this can only be detected by
directly comparing test results within one patient. Therefore,
the facile repeatability of our task set, is very beneficial, also
due to the fact, that we do not need costly parallel test versions for retesting.
FUTURE WORK

Although promising, these are preliminary results. Future
work should aim at classification accuracy comparable to existing well-established neuropsychological tests i.e., around
99% sensitivity and over 90% specificity, given an equivalent
feasibility. This can be achieved by further optimising the vocal feature extraction, i.e., improving the reliability for detecting silence/ sounding, as well as voiced/ unvoiced segments.
By including an ASR, semantic and pragmatic features could
be also extracted. There is evidence, that this not only enables a better accuracy [7, 15], but also a more comprehensive screening [26, 22]. However, the remote applicability
and scalability should be always taken into consideration, answering the demand for a broad light-weight screening tool
for dementia.
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